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Je ziet 't pas als je 't door hep. 
You won't see it until you get it. 

Als ik zou willen dat je 't begreep, 
zou ik het beter hebben uitgelegd. 

If I would like you to understand it, 
I would have explained it better. 

Johan Cruijff (1947-2016)  

http://henk-reints.nl/
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General relativity 
predicts frame dragging by a rotating body, 

causing orbiting bodies to perform a bit more rotation 
around the orbited body than only their orbital velocity. 

It follows from e.g. the Kerr solution of the Einstein equation 
(see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerr_metric 

& https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame-dragging). 

But do you really understand frame dragging, or is it merely 
a flawless mathematical result that you take for granted? 

Can YOU explain it in such a way that a high school student 
gets to the bottom of why & how frame dragging occurs? 

I mean: explain in a physical way without using advanced maths?  

http://henk-reints.nl/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerr_metric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame-dragging
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In http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Relativity-and-curvature-of-spacetime.pdf, I explain: 

When accelerating, you build up a velocity with respect to the uniform motion you 
would have without acceleration. Acceleration is caused by a force, so when you are 
subject to some force, you build up a velocity with respect to the inert motion you 
would have had without that force. 

Einstein's happiest thought of his life was: In free fall you don't feel your own 
weight. During a free fall in a gravitational field, you can very well substantiate that 
you're at rest or in inert motion. 

To be (radially) stationary in a gravitational field, an upward force is required that 
prevents your free fall. It can for example be exerted by the resilience of a planet's 
surface or it can be the centrifugal force exerted on an orbiting object. Who said 
centrifugal force doesn't exist? 

This force implies you have an effective (gravitational pseudo) velocity w.r.t. your 
inert motion, which is the free fall. Now this pseudo velocity causes kinematic time 
dilation, as well as all of its consequences. It obviously equals the free fall's velocity, 
but since it must be directed upwards it is the escape velocity. Whilst sitting on a 
chair, you actually have an upward velocity of 11.2 km/s! 
  

http://henk-reints.nl/
http://henk-reints.nl/astro/HR-Relativity-and-curvature-of-spacetime.pdf
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In a lift, you'll feel lighter when it accelerates downwards and 
heavier when it acceleratatatatatatatah, OMG, it starts a roller 
coaster ride! Did Abeltje press the green top button1? 

Your effective weight as perceived inside the lift equals the 
gravitational acceleration minus the lift's downward acceleration, 
times your mass (the amount of stuff you're made of). 

We consider the (difference in) acceleration because of Sir Isaac 
Newton's 2nd law of motion. And your free fall velocity increases 
whilst falling.  

                                                           
1 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abeltje & https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Flying_Liftboy 

http://henk-reints.nl/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abeltje
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Flying_Liftboy
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But effective gravity (the weight you feel) changes if your 
gravitational pseudo velocity (GPV) differs from what I'll call the 
stationary GPV that would keep your height constant (e.g. if a chair 

exerts just the right force on your bottom). 

If you want to kiss the sky (kiss this guy2?) and jump upwards, 
gravitation will pull you back down. Effectively, there is more 
gravity than if you would remain at a constant height. 

In the same way, you'll effectively weigh less when you are in 
downward motion, since you already are falling a bit, so gravity 
does not need to pull as strongly as when you are stationary. 

In a truly free fall, your GPV equals zero and then you will no 
longer feel any weight.  
                                                           
2 Jimi Hendrix sang: scuse me while I kiss the sky, which was misinterpreted by many. 

http://henk-reints.nl/
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Suppose a heavy mass is passing you. The common centre of mass 
will travel a single trajectory. The heavy mass pulls you towards it. 
As a result, it effectively drags you along with it. 

It is how a spacecraft gets a slingshot when it passes a heavy 
planet "behind its back3". And when we want to make it orbit the 
moon, it must pass right 
before the moon's front, 
yielding a negative 
slingshot slowing the 
spacecraft down4. 
  

                                                           
3 Back & front to be interpreted in the direction of the planet's orbital motion. 
4 Image:  https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fa/Circumlunar-free-return-trajectory.png 

http://henk-reints.nl/
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fa/Circumlunar-free-return-trajectory.png
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What in relativity is called frame dragging actually is the very 
same as a gravitational slingshot. The spacecraft's angular velocity 
around the sun increases when the thing passes a planet's back, 
so the planet drags it around the sun. This slows down the planet 
itself. Kinetic energy goes from planet to spacecraft. And when it 
passes the planet's front, its heliocentric  𝜔  decreases. 

            

And yes, gravity can also yield orbits like this...      
https://i.stack.imgur.com/gSun7.jpg          https://matematicas.uam.es/~fernando.chamizo/dark/images/gravsl3.png  

http://henk-reints.nl/
https://i.stack.imgur.com/gSun7.jpg
https://matematicas.uam.es/~fernando.chamizo/dark/images/gravsl3.png
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And tidal effects also cause dragging of the orbiting object: 

 
https://www.askamathematician.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/FG07_23.jpg 

Due to friction, Earth's tidal bulges aren't lined up with the moon. 
One bulge is closer to the moon than the other, so the moon is 
pulled forward, thus increasing its orbital velocity, which in turn 

increases the centrifugal force (yes, that does exist!) and then the moon 

"goes off the rails" and leaves Earth by  ~38 mm/yr. 

Isn't this frame dragging by the tidal bulges? 

And wouldn't relativistic frame dragging cause distantiation?  

http://henk-reints.nl/
https://www.askamathematician.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/FG07_23.jpg
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Now suppose a small body of mass  𝒎  is orbiting a large rotating 
body of mass  𝑴.  As seen by the small body, the left half of  𝑴  
comes towards him and the right half goes away from him. We 
can simplify this to a model where the large body is replaced with 
two point masses of  ½𝑴  at (or near) the barycentres of both 
semi-spheres. The left half is moving towards  𝒎  at some 
velocity, which reduces  𝒎's  GPV w.r.t. to it. As if  𝒎  slowly falls 
downwards to it. Its effective weight is less. 

In the same way, the right half is moving away from  𝒎  and that 
increases  𝒎's  relative GPV, yielding a greater effective weight. 

Together, this renders 

a difference in effective gravity, 
dragging  𝒎  around in  𝑴's  rotational direction!  

http://henk-reints.nl/
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Equivalence principle: 

free fall  ≡  inert motion. 

Gravitational pseudo velocity w.r.t. inert motion: 

𝛽𝑔 = √
2𝐺𝑀

𝑟𝑐2
        (this IS the equivalence priciple!) 

∴    𝛽𝑔
2 =

2𝐺𝑀

𝑟𝑐2
    ∴    𝑟 =

2𝐺𝑀

𝛽𝑔
2𝑐2

=
2𝐺𝑀

𝑣𝑔
2   

Newtonian gravitational acceleration: 

 𝑔 =
𝐹𝑔

𝑚
=

𝐺𝑀

𝑟2
=

𝑣𝑔
4

4𝐺𝑀
   

http://henk-reints.nl/
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These images are GPV-based. One can also say  𝒎  simultaneously resides in 
2 different barycentric frames. In the right image, the upper  ½𝑴  drags  𝒎  
to the left since their common centre of mass is moving leftward & the lower  
½𝑴  "pushes" it to the right since their barycentre is moving that way.  

http://henk-reints.nl/
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Frame dragging 
can be explained without 

Einstein's theory 
conclusion of relativity. 
Essentially, it is not a relativistic effect at all. 

Orbit dragging (or so) 
would be a better name. 

http://henk-reints.nl/

